Let £ and 91 be covers of X. We say that 91 is a point-wise W-refinement of £ if for each x G X, there exists a finite subfamily £' of £ such that for each TV G (%)x, we have TV c L for some L E £'. show that the open cover T = (F(x)|x G X) of X is a point-wise Wrefinement of the cover %. Let x G X and let v EX be such that x G V(y). Then x G St(y, £) and hence there exists L G £ such that x G L and y E L. For the set U(L), we have U(L) E %(x) and V(y) c U(L). We have shown that for each V E CT)X, we have V c U for some member U of the finite subfamily %(x) of %. □ Our remaining lemmas deal with the preservation of the property of semi-openness in certain topological operations. Proof. Necessity of the condition is obvious. To prove sufficiency, assume that every monotone open cover of X has a locally finite semi-open refinement. For every cardinal number k, denote by P(k) the following proposition: if % is an open cover of X with |%| = k, then % has a locally finite closed F-refinement. We observe that P (k) is trivially true for k finite and we use transfinite induction to show that P(k) holds in general. Let k be an infinite cardinal number such that P (h) holds for every h < k. To show that P(k) holds, let % be an open cover of X with |%| = k. We represent % in the form % = {Ua\a < y), where y is the initial ordinal ordinal corresponding to the cardinal k. For each a < y, let Va = U ß<a Uß. Then the family 'V = {Va\a < y} is & monotone open cover of X. The cover T has a locally finite semi-open refinement and it follows from Lemma 1.1 that *Y has a locally finite closed F-refinement, say %. Let K be a member of the family %. Then K is contained in some finite union of sets of the family T and it follows, since T is a monotone family, that K is contained in some set of °V.
Let a(K) < y be such that K c Va(K). The family <¥(/Q = {X ~ K) u {Ua\a < a(K)} is an open cover of X and we have [eZl5"(AT)] < k. By the induction assumption, ^(K) has a locally finite closed F-refinement, say f(/Q. For every K E %, the family $\K) = {F n K\F E <5(K)) is a locally finite closed cover of the subspace K of X. Since % is a locally finite and closed cover of X, it follows that the family # = U {^'(K)\K E %} is also a locally finite and closed cover of X. It is easily seen that every set of the family ^ is contained in some finite union of sets of the cover % ; hence 3F is an F-refinement of %. We have shown that P(k) holds. This completes the induction.
It follows from the foregoing that every open cover of X has a locally finite closed F-refinement. Since a directed cover (see [7] ) is an F-refinement of itself, it follows that every directed open cover of X has a locally finite closed refinement. By Corollary 6 of [7] , the space X is paracompact. □ Theorem 2.1 generalizes some results of J. Mack [7] . We close this paper with two corollaries to Theorem 2.2. [4] there is an example of a nonparacompact Moore space that is the union of two open metrizable subspaces. However, the Locally Finite Sum Theorem also holds for paracompactness ([10] ; for regular spaces, [9] ).
In [2] , A. V. Arhangel'skn proved that a continuous image of a metrizable space under a pseudo-open and compact mapping is metacompact and he asked whether this result remains true if "metrizable" is replaced by "paracompact"; the following result shows that the answer to this question is in the affirmative. 
